Abstract : The practical use as well as the empirical evaluation of electrostatic contributions in supramolecular complexes is reviewed on the basis of organic ion pairs, including amino-cyclodextrin -phosphate complexes and interactions between polyamines and DNA. The systematical analysis of these systems in water yield a surprisingly uniform value of 5fl kJ per Mol and salt bridge. Additional contributions from hydrogen bond and Van der Waals effects with the amino-cyclodextrins lead for nucleotides to simultaneous discrimination between nucleobases, 3'-15'-phosphates, and 2'-oxyldeoxy derivatives. Electrostatic interactions in crown ether and cryptand complexes can be scaled by corresponding electron donor numbers for the different ligand atoms; the use of additive increments leads to a comprehensive description of corresponding alkali and ammonium ion complex stabilities.
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The major role of electrostatic interactions in molecular recognition has been emphasized in many theoretical contributions aiming mostly at biopolymers 2. In the present short review we want to illustrate how Coulomb forces provide an essential basis for binding, particularly of nucleotides in synthetic host systems, and how the principle of additive pairwise interactions can be used to understand as well as to design supramolecular complexes based on these most important non-covalent forces. It is hoped, that the systematical analysis of synthetic hostguest complexes3 , which in contrast to natural systems can be designed for the study of singular interactions in a often conformational well defined environment, also helps to obtain a firm basis for the rationalization of binding effects in proteins and nucleic acids as well as for the development of suitable effectors or drugs.
The formation of multiple salt bridges between e.g. nucleotide (phosphate) anions and protonated nitrogen atoms in azacrown ethers has been employed early by Kimura et 
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such complexes in water correlate linearly with the number of salt bridges between anion and cation , as long as there is sufficient match between the ionic sites, and any ligand strain induced by complexation is small compared to the gain of complexation energy7. From over 60 ion pairs one obtains an increment of 5+1 Idlmol per salt bridge, which is surprisingly constant in view of the varying hard-and softness, as well as size of the participating ions, comprising, e.g., alkylated as well as protonated nitrogen, sulfonium and metal ions, or carboxylates, sulfonates, phosphates, halides, charge-delocalized phenolates etc. For some typical examples of such ion pairs shown bekow we give always the experimental total free complexation energy AG reported, the number n of salt bridges taken e.g. from suitable computer simulated models if necessary7 , and the resulting increment AAG. Aromatic ion pairs such as IT display additional binding energies of usually -2 kJ per Mol and ion-arene interaction6b ; a similar increment for related Van der Waals contributions is observed in associations of ionic species and electroneutral arenes in water8 .
As long as the complexation of nucleotides is based solely on salt bridges the host can quite effectively differentiate between anion charges such as AMP, ADP, and ATP, but not between other features. Base recognition can be achieved by providing the host with additional "stacking" element^^,^^, or by the use of host cavities suitable for encapsulation of the Iipophilic parts within a cavity such as in CPnn Any host for nucleotides which is as efficient as natural receptors and which should be usefkl e.g. for sensor applications should be able to differentiate not only between the charges and the bases involved, but also between the site of the phosphate groups and between the presence or absence of hydroxy groups in the sugars. Recently we found that 6-desoxy-6-methylamino-f3-cyclodextrins IV , bearing either 7 or 2 positively charged fNH2Me groups ( CD-N7 or CD-N2) can in the natural environment water -hllfil all these fbnctions including the distinction between ?-or 5'-phosphates and 2'-0xy-or deoxy-ribosesl2.
While ion pairing still provides the primary binding force in these systems, other factors such as hydrogen bonds between the cyclodextrin and the nucleobases are responsible for the high selectivity. Both molecular mechanics simulations as well as NMR measurements demonstrate that it is indeed the sugar part which in spite of its hydrophilicity resides inside the hydrophobic CD cavity, in consequence with the nucleobase at the upper rim of the cycloamylose. Thus, only the sugar protons show large intermolecular NOES upon irradiation at the protons inside the CD cavity, which are also the only ones showing appreciable complexation shifts. It is noteworthy, that the hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interactions, while important for the selectivity, do not contribute significantly to the overall binding AG. In fact they are for most nucleosides rather repulsive than attractive, as visible in a systematic comparison of complexation stabilities observed with inorganic phosphate, sugar phosphate alone, nucleoside, and nucleotide. In line with this, the selectivity decreases if one uses a heptaamino-CD with 7 charges ( IV, m-7 ) instead a diamino-CD (IV, m=2) with only 2 positive charges. Thus, Coulomb forces alone lead to strong accumulative binding, which, however, can actually diminish the contribution of other forces responsible for fine-tuned molecular recognition . 
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Coulomb interactions represent strong, but particularly "liberal" forces as they fall off only with r-1 between the charges. This we believe to be the reason for the recently found13 simple linear correlation of crown ether and cryptand stabilities with alkali and ammonium cations and the number n of ligand atoms provided by the ionophore, which offer the negative partial charge of oxygen or nitrogen lone pairs for cation binding (Figure 1 ). Here we scale the electron donor capacity ED of the different ligand atoms by independent measurements of 1: 1 hydrogen bond associations with single ligand atoms in ~arbontetrachloride1~. Similarly, we observe a linear correlation between the cation complex stabilities and their relative hydration enthalpy13. Independent of any mechanistic reasoning, this incremental approach provides for the first time a simple and comprehensive description as well as prediction of such complex stabilities and the necessary geometric and chemical requirements for selectivity. It must be emphasized, however, that the LFER-type of analysis at the present state is limited to systems with sufficient contact between separated binding sites and negligible strain variations.
The binding of cationic substrates such as protonated p~l y a m i n e s~~ to double-stranded DNA represents the biologically and pharmaceutically most important electrostatic interaction in nature (Figure 2, Scheme 1) . Based on earlier equilibrium measurements16 and computer mo- delling studies17 identifying the number of possible salt bridges it can be shown that the affinity of both natural as well as synthetic polyaminesl8 to DNA again is ruled by the increment of 
